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LOGO DESIGN
BUSINESS CARDS
BANNER
WEBSITE DESIGN (Wordpress)
VEHICLE SIGNAGE
WORKWEAR PRINTS
for 100% Designbuild
www.100percent.net.au

Isabelle came up with this amazing
and creative logo that wows
everybody who sees it. It could not
reflect our identity better!
We are thrilled with the business
cards and the vinyl banner she
designed for us.
The logo on our Dodge truck looks
awesome. Done in record time
and at very reasonable rates! Our
website looks really fantastic and
we get business from it.
We highly recommend her services!
Shane & Grant
@ 100% Designbuild

WEBSITE DESIGN (Wordpress)
EXHIBITION BOOTH DESIGN
BOOKLET BROCHURE
for International Productions
www.internationalproductions.com

Isabelle was invaluable in the creation
of our new website. Her eye for detail
and creative design talents, combined
with her expertise in WordPress meant
that we had a beautifully executed and
user-friendly website up and running
in record time. Isabelle also created
our new brochure as well as the layout
design and photo compositions for
our exhibition stand at the RSVP-2012
Events Showcase.
We are thrilled with the quality of
her work and how easy it was to
collaborate with her on these projects.
She never tired of being asked to make
changes and was always flexible,
friendly and a pleasure to deal with.
I highly recommend Isabelle.
Lisa Mesman, Client Relationship Manager,
International Productions

EXHIBITION BOOTH DESIGN
for International Productions
www.internationalproductions.com

BOOKLET BROCHURE

for International Productions
www.internationalproductions.com

LOGO DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN
(Opencart/e-commerce)
for Francalia
www.francalia.com.au

Thank you so much for designing our new
website, Isabelle. You did a fantastic job
in such a short time. Our old website and
identity were so outdated.
We love the creativity involved in the
images you composed for the categories
and the slider. We really love the fact
that our website is responsive as we
are now able to show our clients our
products from the iPad at shows.
It’s a real bonus!
We had so many compliments on our new
identity and website at the recent Home
Show in Melbourne. Well done Isabelle,
we do love what you did for Francalia.
You helped us increase our sales for sure!
Jenny & Christophe Rymer,
Owner of Francalia

AD FOR BELLE MAGAZINE
(Photoshop/typography/
HR print ready PDF)

Limoges France
since 1776

for Francalia
www.francalia.com.au

Besides designing the occasional
ad for magazines and labels for
our products, Isabelle also put
together a very professional
catalogue of our product range
that we have sent to all our
clients. This has resulted in many
new sales and we were very
pleased with the result. Isabelle
would always be our preferred
person to work with in the graphic
design field.
Isabelle’s attention to detail
is exceptional. She is always
available at short notice and
completes the job quickly and
efficiently and finds solutions to
any problems that may arise.

Made in France
Limoges is available in 24 Colours with either 24 Gold Carat or Platinum Rim.
Inquiries: sales@francalia.com.au
www.f rancalia.com .au
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Jennifer & Christophe,
Owner of Francalia

ALPACA THROWS
Embrace the Warmest of Emotions

Shaped by the extraordinarily tough climate, the wool of
alpaca has a quality of natural warmth and softness that is
literally among the superior in the world. It is up to seven
times warmer than the wool of sheep. The essence, yet not
the only feature to describe our products.
Mostly exclusively handcrafted, they create unique
memories over time. They appeal to your feelings and
share the affectionate moments in your life. Always there
with the support of comfort and softness. Time and again,
indoors and outdoors. This is what we are fortunate to offer
you across the range of our collection.

ALPACA THROWS

Ultimately it is the combination of both – the physical feel of
these natural materials and the sense of soul and passion
that the created products embody. Together they bring the
warmest of emotions that you will experience with ALPAKA.

Plaid Classic is one of the best selling items in our ALPAKA Wool Collection
due to its large size and affordable price. The Plaid Classic has sheep wool
and some synthetic fibres added to the alpaca wool to make the product
very durable with excellent price.
The Alpaca wool makes the plaid soft, silky and warm.

Alpaka Throw, Silver. 150 x 200 cm

Alpaka Throw, Rose.. 150 x 200 cm

Alpaka Throw, Black. 150 x 200 cm

Alpaka Throw, Milk Coffee. 150 x 200 cm

Alpaka Throw, Charcoal.. 150 x 200 cm

Plaid can be used as a blanket on a bed or sofa or also outdoors.
Plaid Classic comes in a wide range of beautiful colours. It will become a
loved accessory for any interior or home!

Material: 55% alpaca / 30% wool / 15% acrylic
Weight: 1100 g

CUTLERY
Cutipol Range

Cutipol was founded in 1964, with knowledge and
expertise being passed down through several generations.
In fact, the company is right at the very origins of the
cutlery industry in Europe, with their commitment being
to use the best materials alongside the best quality
manufacture possible.
Although modern machinery is now used for much of the
initial work, the old traditional craftsmanship still plays a
major role in the way the company produces cutlery.
One of the bestseller is ‘Goa’ set designed by José
Joaquim Ribeiro, which is both sleek and modern. José
has designed various sets for Cutipol and is an awardwinning minimalist designer.

CUTIPOL Gourmet Knife Set

PRODUCT CATALOGUE
Photoshop for deep-etching
/typography/layout, Indesign
Example of 3 spreads
(out of near 60 pages and
320 products)
for Francalia
www.francalia.com.au

Graphic chart
Logo FHID
Forensic H uman
IDentification

LOGO DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN
for Forensic Human Identification
fhid.com.au

Forensic H um an
IDentification

Gradient applied on f+h

Gradient applied on D

Colour applied on DNA
and head standing
for the i

FONTS:
Abadi Condensed Light
Acronym:
Abadi Condensed Extra Bold

KERNING:
Forensic = 0
Human = 100
Identification = 75

PLACEMENT:
Forensic, starts centered under stem of f
Human starts centered under last stem of h
Identification starts under H of Human

Colour applied on text

Colour applied on F H ID

Isabelle created a visually
stunning, intuitive website that
my clients love. Isabelle is multitalented – she is technically
excellent whilst being extremely
artistic. The perfect webdesigner.
On a personal note, working with
Isabelle was fun and I learnt a lot,
nothing was too much trouble for
her. I wouldn’t use anyone else, a
true professional.
Xanthé Mallett, FHID,
Senior Lecturer in Forensic
Criminology University of New
England Armidale and Sydney

D ES IG NS TH AT WOR K

I am very satisfied with the identity
designed by Isabelle. I love the
creative logo and the business card.
The website is beautiful, so the
clients tell me too, and the letterbox
flyers do the trick by bringing me new
business all the time.

LOGO DESIGN
BUSINESS CARD DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN
FLYER DESIGN
for Creative Homeplans
creativehomeplans.com.au

Shane Rawson

let us show you
the potential of your home
Being practical, functional and
creative we will offer you design
solutions allowing you to maximise
your home’s potential for today’s
living.
Existing Floorplan

AT CREATIVE HOMEPLANS,
we specialise in designs that work

Working together, we will
develop your brief into working
plans enabling you to renovate
or build your dream home.

Client Brief:
More bedrooms, separate
parents space, more bathrooms,
open plan living and dining,
home office, rumpus.

Proposed Ground Floor

“From the start Shane was very open with communication. He
listened to our brief and came back with 3 designs that showed he
had really thought through and understood our requests. He has
a very good aesthetic eye and is a good bridge between design
and architecture while thoroughly understanding the construction
process. We chose one design which he tweaked and revised until
we were happy.”
Sarah and Phil, Allambie Heights

3D Modelling

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

First Floor Addition

4
4
4
4
4
4

Conceptual Design Plans
Alterations | Additions | New
Council Development Applications
Complying Development Applications
Advice on Budget, Timing & Build
Project Management

For a consultation,
call Shane Rawson
0402 451 119

shane@creativehomeplans.com.au
ABN 69 145 888 446

shane@creativehomeplans.com.au
ABN 69 145 888 446

LOGO DESIGN (Custom Typography)
WEBSITE DESIGN (Wordpress)
THUMBNAIL ILLUSTRATIONS
for Les Petites Etoiles (“The Little Stars”,
French Playgroup in Canberra).
www.lespetitesetoiles.org.au
Photoshop - Illustrator

Thank you for designing our
logo – it’s energetic, playful
and original, just as we
wanted.
Additionally, the easyto-read website brings us
new members every week.
Amazing!
.
Les Petites Etoiles
French Playgroup
Canberra

by Nikki Jordan

A 42 CARD DECK OF GUIDED MESSAGES
by Nikki Jordan

Nikki Jordan - LOTOS International Group Ltd

Transformation Cards by Nikki Jordan

Transformation Cards

PACKAGING (BOX) DESIGN FOR CARDS
DESIGN OF COLOUR CODED CARDS
DESIGN OF A TRIFOLD INSTRUCTION SHEET
Photoshop - Illustrator - Indesign
for Nicola Jordan. Lotus Group
SUPPORT NETWORK

ACKNOWLEDGE

CONFIDENCE

You need others to help you with this transition.
Allow yourself to accept help as you lean on others
to support you.

Own the fact that you have reached a crossroads in
your life and that something needs to change.

Move forward confidently, while knowing you have
the support and love from those around you.

Have you ever felt unsettled, not knowing why or
how to instigate change? Well, all of those feelings
are real, and a call to action.

People view you with much more confidence than
you view yourself, so have more faith in your abilities.
Although you may feel inadequate, know that all of
your life experiences, skills and training to date have
prepared you for this moment. It is time to take the
next step.

It is extremely difficult to go through a transition
on your own. Find a trusted confidant, or mentor,
(who can remain objective) to talk to, so that you
can find the positive outcome that is buried within
your thoughts and fears.
If you are one of the many who find it hard to talk
about your feelings or fears, then this is the one time
when you are going to have to push past it. We are
all emotional beings, it's easy to get caught up in the
excitement or fear of the transition - you need outside
help at this time to keep you grounded, focused, and
therefore able to make sound, healthy decisions in a
direction that is going to benefit you.
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By talking to your confidant or mentor, this will also
cast a fresh set of eyes on your problem, which will
result in you being able to see different angles and
possibly a better solution for you.

There may have been “signs” that you knew were there
but didn’t want to see, or perhaps people around you
may have made repeatedly similar comments about
your situation that you chose to ignore.
It may be uncomfortable; you may not have all
the answers or know how to make a change, but
acknowledging and recognising the need for change
is the catalyst, which will start the cycle flowing.

You are the only person like YOU and there is a reason
for that - you need to bring your own unique presence
to the world. All it takes is to believe in yourself.
Be brave, take a deep breath, and take that leap of
faith. You can do it!

Transformation Cards

WElcomE to your traNsFormatIoN cards!

by Nikki Jordan

these cards are here by the grace of angels and
guides who have worked intuitively with me to create
your special deck. they have been set in the highest
vibration, and carry the over-riding purpose of moving
you through your transition as swiftly as possible.
the cards are easy to use, and work on the law of
attraction, which means that they bring you the two
messages that are going to be the most helpful for you
at that particular time. there are no bad messages, and
there are no wrong answers – you can feel perfectly
safe using these cards due to the angelic element,
which holds everything in the highest vibration.
some messages will resonate with you immediately,
while others may require deeper thought and more
reflective thinking.
the cards are colour coded red, green and yellow.
this allows you to instantly see where you need to
focus:
Red – red flags, pay attention, look deeper
Green – reflects healing that is needed
yellow – step into your personal power and own it!

I can’t believe how wonderful
our cooperation was on this
project considering the distance
that separated us. Your constant
communication was paramount
and very reassuring.

Nikki Jordan
E-mail: lotosgroup@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.lotosliving.com
Facebook group: www.facebook.com/lotosliving
© Nicola Jordan 2016 - Content & Artwork
Artwork by Fleur @ fleurbarnfather.co.uk
Design by Isabelle @ iagraphicdesign.com.au
Printed in Malaysia by The Phoenix Press Sdn. Bhd.

HoW yoU USE THESE cARdS:
Hi, I’m Nikki Jordan, an International Transition
Specialist, who works intuitively to help people deal
with their challenges, and move forward with their
lives. I will help you heal from the inside, change
your outlook, and help you re-discover your hidden
potential. yES, it is all possible and yES you too can
overcome your challenges!
Every human being encounters multiple transitions
throughout their lifetime. It’s how we grow. However,
by knowing what the issues are, and then knowing
how to work in harmony with the Universe and your
guides (yes, you have many!), your transition can be
easier than you imagine.
Every transition is an opportunity – one that gets you
from point A to fabulous point B. Navigating the stuff
in the middle is the tricky part, but it is all achievable
when you know how.
So be brave, know that you are perfectly safe using
these cards and go running in the direction of your
transition, because the other side of it will be so much
better than you could ever have imagined for yourself.

1. Clear the energy - I have energised them with
the intention of healing. Use dried white sage or
high quality incense and work the smoke around
the box of cards while saying “Archangel Michael,
please cleanse these cards and infuse them with high
vibrations”. This will only take a minute.
2. Align them to your energy - take the cards out
of the box and touch each card. Then hold them
to your heart, close your eyes, and say “Guardian
Angel, please bless my cards and remove all negative
energies and lower energies. Please help my ego to
step aside so that I may receive the right messages
needed to help my Transition”.

When you feel guided, stop, and lay out two cards in
front of you. Turn them over, and read the messages.
The first card is your primary message, the one you
need to really take note of and reflect on first. The
second card is your complimentary message, which is
significant because it relates to the holistic outcome of
your transition. Both cards hold important messages
for you to overcome your transition so be aware of
your feelings, thoughts, or reactions and write them
down.
5. Holistic Message - As well as the individual message,
think about the holistic message – is there a pattern?
As you ask further questions, do you see more red,
green or yellow? These are all clues to help you
interpret what you need to do.

3. Reading Preparation - Every time you start a reading
session turn off your TV, your phone, your tablet etc.,
and center yourself. At the start of the reading, say
“Archangel Michael, please preside over my reading
so that I may receive accurate messages from the
Universe”.

6. Daily Guidance – for daily help, pull one card each
morning and carry it around with you. Refer to it
throughout the day and think on how you can help
yourself. If you don’t understand your message, ask
your Guardian Angel for further guidance.

4. Shuffle / cut the cards (text side down) and ask
your question. Start with “what message(s) do you
have for me?”. Say it as you shuffle / cut the cards.

Try not to let others touch your cards as the cards
absorb other people’s energy. If this happens, just
repeat step one and they will be aligned specifically
to your energy again. Repeat as often as you need.

Thank you so much for creating
these amazing designs in
such a short time. It will be
instrumental in my coaching
work. I’m delighted with the
finished product.
I realise how much time you
worked on this project including
all the email exchanges with me
and my printer, here in Malaysia.
I’m very grateful to you for your
magical creativity and your
constant advice along the way.
I’m so happy with the result!
Nicola Jordan
Lotos Group
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AD CAMPAIGN FOR CONVERSE AND ITS
ASSOCIATION WITH "RED"™ FIGHTING
AIDS, TUBERCULOSIS AND MALARIA
AROUND THE WORLD.
www.converse.com
www.joinred.com
Photography - Photoshop - Illustrator CS5
(Student assignment)

Wonderful final execution of this series!
You have communicated your youthful,
fun message clearly through the use of
cheeky images.
There is focus on the product - the red
stands out on the neutral background
and everything ties up nicely. There is a
visual link between the logo,
image and text at the bottom.
Well thought through.
A+ for this assignment.
Lee-Anne O”Brian, Tutor
@ The Graphic Design School
www.thegraphicdesignschool.com.au
RTO # 91706

www.converse.com
www.joinred.com

Isabelle Antonetti
IAGD

INTRODUCING MYSELF
I have been a freelance Graphic and Web Designer, working from home, since
completing a Certicate IV in Graphic Design from The Graphic Design School
(Australian RTO 91706 www.thegraphicdesignschool.com.au) in 2011.
Previously, I have been employed for twenty years in the French Trade Commissions,
the equivalent of Austrade in Australia with postings in Switzerland, Malaysia, Cambodia
and Australia holding various positions in administration and as a commercial Attaché.
I’m half French and German, I have been exposed to English language and Anglo-saxon
tradition and culture for more than 25 years now. I am a permanent resident in Australia
since the year 2000. I am married to a New Zealander. We have two adult girls.

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY
Adobe Indesign, Photoshop (since 2008), Illustrator (since 2010);
Proficiency in Adobe Acrobat Pro for preparing files for printers;
Windows and Mac environments (latest preferred);
Knowledge of Mac’s main softwares (Pages, Numbers, Keynote).
Knowledge of Window’s main softwares (Word, Excel, Powerpoint).
Creation of websites with Wordpress and Opencart since 2012.
Passion for photography with good knowledge of Photo editing.

www.iagraphicdesign.com.au

